Dell Optiplex 5060

EXPAND YOUR EFFICIENCY
Fully featured tower and small form factor desktops with robust security and
enhanced manageability for seamless updates.

The desktop reimagined
OptiPlex has 25 years of experience delivering customer-led innovation for
desktops by continuously adapting to the way you work.
Now featuring versatile, space-saving form factors and 8th generation Intel®
Processors to unleash your full potential.

Conveniently compact
Sleek and flexible: Ideal for financial or government offices, the OptiPlex 5060 delivers full-power features in a smart design that performs in
any environment.
Fit for any workspace: Combine the small form factor with the new OptiPlex Small Form Factor All-in-One stand for a versatile, flexible solution.
Further maximize your workspace by placing the tower discreetly on or under your desk.

Outstanding performance in a smart solution
Power that performs: 8th generation Intel® Core™ Processors drive your workday like never before.
Fast and efficient: Upgraded 2666MHz DDR4 is the fastest and most efficient memory available that maximizes responsiveness and
multitasking, for seamless operation.
Boot up faster than ever: Launch your most-used files and applications in a flash with optional Intel® Optane™ memory. Adaptive to user needs,
it preloads and accelerates frequently used applications and files, providing better responsiveness without compromising storage capacity.
Everyday tasks are up to twice as responsive with Intel® Optane™ memory.*
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